Start something big today. Apply now:

Trainee in Industrial Engineering department (f/m)

Technical Functions department – Industrial Engineering
Location: Pecinci

Do you want beneficial technologies being shaped by your ideas? Whether in the areas of mobility solutions, consumer goods, industrial technology or energy and building technology – with us, you will have the chance to improve quality of life all across the globe. Welcome to Bosch. As a technology leader and global partner of the automotive and automotive supplier industry the business unit Electrical Drives develops and manufactures within an international community innovative electric drives for actuating systems, engine cooling, vehicle air conditioning and windshield cleaning. At our Pecinci location we are manufacturing and developing wiper systems and wiper blades.

By providing a wide product range of innovations and doing pioneer work since decades our customers receive products which help amongst others to save fuel and reduce CO2 emissions.

Your contribution to something big
► Work System Method Design (process mapping)
► Work System Time Data (Recordings & Video Cycle Time Analysis)
► Work System Ergonomics (measurements, archiving, reporting)
► Work System Equipment Design (Testing and Simulation of new systems)
► Workshops preparation and participation
► Individual Industrial Engineering projects

What distinguishes you
► Creative with target oriented thinking
► Proactive and driven with attention to details
► Good communication and organization skills
► Good knowledge of MS Office (Excel, Outlook)
► Good at generating new ideas and improvements
► Reliability and ability to work in team
► Knowledge of Lean and Quality Management methodologies will be considered as advantage
► Previous SAP experience will be considered as advantage
► Good knowledge of English
► Preferred field of study: Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Technical Sciences, Faculty of Organizational Sciences, Faculty of Engineering or comparable field of study
Make it happen.
if you believe you are the right candidate, please send your CV in English to fixed-term.Jana.Nikolic@bosch.com no later than May 22nd 2017. Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. www.start-a-remarkable-career.com